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T
he man who taught me the
trombone came to one of my
concerts recently, our second

meeting in 45 years. Neither of us hasm
changed much in essentials – I still can’tc
play the trombone, he still wishes I could.p
I owe a great deal to Barry Nutt for, as weI
ranged through that long-ago brass bandr
in the quest for an instrument that Ii could
manage, I ended up on the B flat bass andm

French horns. The idea was that they used different bits of my lip, andF h h Th id
so I could play bass in the band and horn in any orchestras that might
turn up. The apogee of my horn-playing career was a lesson with
Ifor James, certain aspects of which, mainly facial expressions, I still
cherish. But as my passport to orchestras, my horn served its purpose.

There weren’t many school orchestras in Northamptonshire
in those days, but moonlighting in Hertfordshire introduced me
orchestrally to Coleridge-Taylor’s Hiawatha, still remarkably popular
in the 1960s – I’d played the piano for a performance in my own
school. (Incidentally, the programme for the first performance, at
the Royal College of Music in 1898, lists the orchestra, conjuring up

an unforgettable picture with ‘Mr G von Holst, trombone, Mr R V
Williams, triangle’.) And then there were those orchestral courses at
Downe House! I can only have been to two or three of them, yet they 
bulk very large in my formative experiences.

So this year, when the Hampshire County Youth Orchestra asked
me to become a patron, I accepted very gladly. Hampshire can’t be the
only place where fees have had to go up, so the Friends of HCYO can’t
be the only musical charity whose subscriptions have fallen. Yet such
supporters have an important role to play in making it possible for all
sections of society to take part. Musical talent is not confined to the
children of the comfortably off (though they’re very good too), and
bursaries and help with foreign tours, provided by the Friends, means 
HCYO can cast its net more widely.

If you, dear Reader, find yourself in the ambit of a youth orchestra,
I beseech you to embrace it. It is an unparalleled instrument of
civilisation, and it needs your help. It probably sounds marvellous
too: HCYO’s performance of the Barber Violin Concerto at its
Easter course was a model of musical lucidity. The course was held at
Bryanston School, as it has been for generations: a fruitful example of 
co-operation between educational sectors.

Yes, that trombone was certainly worth learning. Though my right
arm still shoots out whenever I see a low note: not always the most
useful reflex for a pianist. ■

David Owen Norris is a pianist, composer and radio presenter

David Owen Norris

Notes from the piano stoolLid shuts on polemical pianist

The precarious relationship between music, politics and
freedom of speech has again been thrust into the spotlight
after the Toronto Symphony Orchestra cancelled concerts 
with outspoken pianist Valentina Lisitsa on account of her
online activities. Lisitsa, who has a huge following on the
web, has regularly gone online to criticise the government
in her home country of Ukraine. Her recent tweets on
the subject, however, were deemed over the top by the
TSO, who pulled the plug on her appearances. ‘Valentina
Lisitsa’s provocative comments have overshadowed past
performances,’ said a TSO statement, distancing itself from
‘opinions that some believe to be deeply offensive’. The
decision has met with praise and criticism in  equal measure.

TWITTER ROOM
Who’s saying what on the micro-blogging site
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@PeterHDonohoe@ MacMillan Piano 

Conc. 2, Stravinsky Piano Rag Music  

& Messiaen Cantéyodjayâ in one 

evening @BBCSSO Seriously sore

fingers today.....!!!

Blimey. Pianist Peter Donohoe (left)B
oesn’t exactly go easy on himselfd

@suzyklein@ kl i Am going back to learning the piano and 

today is Lesson no.1 – my first in more than 20 years.

Feeling strangely nervous...

After a two-decade break, Radio 3 In Tune presenter Suzy
Klein decides it’s time again to face up to those 88 keys…

@davidhconductor Good luck Suzy. I’m thinking of doing 

the same with the violin and you’ve spurred me on!

…and in turn, Klein inspires conductor David Hill to
reacquaint himself with his four-stringed friend

@esapekkasalonen Have been trying to compose a haiku 

by Tranströmer. Today gave up, too perfect a form. Like

trying to improve industrial design of an egg.

Composer and conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen knows
when he has reached his limits

@WatkinsHuw Who on earth watches 

GOLF on TV?? It actually seems even

duller than cricket.

Composer and pianist Huw Watkins
(right) is looking forward to a great 
British summer of sport on TV

TheFullScore

A youth orchestra is an unparalleled 
instrument of civilisation and,  
dear Reader, it needs your help

controversy in canada:

Valentina Lisitsa’s Toronto

concerts were cancelled 


